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Docket Nos.:- 50-440 APR 0 81985

and 50-441

Mr. Murray R.'Edelman, Vice President
Nuclear Operations Group

: Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company
P. 0. Box 5000

' Cleveland, Ohio 44101 '

Dear Mr. Edelman:

Subject: Request for Additional Information Pertaining to the Perry
Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2, Relative to SER Outstanding
Issue (8), Humphrey Concerns

The_ enclosed request for additional information pertains to the Humphrey
concerns as they are applied to Perry and addressed in the SER and Sup-
plement No. 1 to the SER. As noted in SSER #1, the staff has conducted
a preliminary assessment of those concerns and finds that they can be
considered confirmatory in nature; i.e., final resolution will not be
required prior to full power licensing of Perry, Unit 1. However, in
_ order for the Project Manager to make this change in a future SER supple-
ment, we will need a response and/or connitment as to when you will be
~ble to respond to the enclosed requested information items.a

Please note that this request is based on the staff's review of your sub-
mittals dated ~ September 9, 1982, January 26, 1983, January 5, 1984 and
July 11, 1984, and also on information supplied during a meeting held with
the_ ~ staff on May 2,1984. The staff has not yet completed its review of
your March 19, 1985 additional letter addressing the Humphrey concerns
relative to pool swell encroachments. However, we believe that the
enclosed items pertain to information not yet provided by CEI.

It is requested that the_ Project Manager be advised when we may expect
to receive your response within 5 days after receipt of this letter.

Sincerely,

p BIGNED{s
B. J. Youngblood, Chief
Licensing Branch No. 1
Division of Licensing
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PERRY

Mr. Murray R. Edelman, Vice President
Nuclear Operations Group
The Cleveland Electric

Illuminating Company
P. 0.' Box 5000 |||kCleveland, Ohio 44101

cc: Jay Silberg, Esq. Mr. Larry 0. Beck
Shaw, Pittman, & Trowbridge The Cleveland Electric
1800 M Street, N. W. Illuminating Company
Washington, D. C. 20005 P. O. Box 97 E-210

Perry, Ohio 44081 ,

Donald H. Hauser, Esq.
The Cleveland Electric

Illuminating Company
P. O. Box 5000
Cleveland, Ohio 44101

Resident Inspector's Office
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Parmly at Center Road
Perry, Ohio 44081

Regional Administrator
U. S. NRC, Region III
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137

Donald T. Ezzone, Esq.
; Assistant Prosecuting Attorney

105 Main Street
Lake County Administration Center
Painesville, Ohio 44077

Ms. Sue Hiatt
OCRE Interim Representative
8275 Munson ,

Mentor, Ohio 44060

Terry J. Lodge, Esq.
618 N. Michigan Street
Suite 105
Toledo, Ohio 43624

John G. Cardinal, Esq.
Prosecuting Attorney
Ashtabula County Courthouse
Jefferson, Ohio 44047

._
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ENCLOSURE.

.

- REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION (HUMPHREY CONCERNS)
PERRY NUCLEAR POWER PLANT, UNIT 1

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS BRANCH

1). Action Plans 1, 2 and 3 _

The encroachment issues relative to pool swell are expected to be resolved

by the 1/10-scale tests. Please provide the results of the Perry

1/10-scale tests along with the appropriate analyses.

2) Action Plan 5

The applicant has stated informally that these Humphrey concerns will be

resolved by placing a plug in the SRV discharge line annular sleeve. This

plug will resolve all of the Humphrey concerns under this Action Plan.

We request that the applicant formally document this approach and

provide the design details for the plug, including the ability of the plug to

maintain its integrity under all design basis conditions.

3)ActionPlan6
(a) The C0 loads methodology should be provided and justified as to its

applicability to Perry. Also, justify that the frequency content of

the C0 time pressure history is adequate.

(b) Formal documentation should be provided of the following infonnation,

which was relayed to the staff during the May 2, 1984, meeting:
.

1. An explicit response to Humphrey Concern 3.7;

ii. Details of, the submerged structure drag load methodology; and

iii. Details of the bubble frequency variability.
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(c) The possibility of RHR relief valve opening during RHR startup should
~

be' addressed for Perry. This scenario could lead to chugging loads

and lateral tip loads on the RHR relief discharge line.

4)ActionPlan8
The applicant's responses provided during the May 2, 1984, meeting to the

following staff questions should be fonnally documented:

(a) With respect to item 4, the sensitivity of the reflood results

(maximum reflood elevation) to the various assumptions used in the

analysis should be provided. In particular, we consider the use

of a single node model to represent the process within the pipe

(betweenthesteam/waterinterfaceandtheSRV)tobenon-conservative
because it results in an interface pressure (P ) which is too high.2

Also, provide the safety implichtion of the reflood elevation

exceeding the vacuum breaker elevation.

(b) In item (3b) 0.5 lbm of air is characterized as being minimal. But 0.5

lbs represent more than 1/3 of the air that would be contained in the

SRVDL for a first pop (our estimate is -'I.4 lbm). Ramshead second pop

air bubble loads exceeded first pop loads with less air. Also, if

as suggested above, the reflood model overestimates the pipe

pressure, the am'ount of air drawn in via the vacuum breaker could be

underestilhated. Unless the applicant can demonstrate that the amount

of air for a second pop is really insignificant (an order of magnitude

_ _ - _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _
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less than the first pop value), second pop air bubble loads should be

estimated and accounted for in the design. Bubble frequency in this
-

case would, of course, be radically different from the first pop case.

Consideration should be given to potential variability in this parameter

as well.

To be consistent with Humphrey issue 3.7, the issues addressed by this

action plan should also be applied to the RCIC turbine exhaust line.

5) Action Plans 12, 13, 14 and 16

(a) The available information indicates that the Perry RHR suction is

located only 3'9" above the basemat, compared to 10'6" for the Grand

Gulf plant. The applicability of the MP&L submittal (#AECM-82/353) to

Perry is to that extent questionable. The applicant should supply

additional infonnation addressing this significant difference between

the two plants.

(b) The submittal does not provide a complete technical basis for eliminating

the concern relative to upper pool dump (Humphrey issue 4.5). The

applicant has not shown in any way how the information that has been

supplied is to be extrapolated to the 13 foot submergence that results

after upper pool' dump. Provide additional justification in this
'regard.
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(c) Under MP&L's Action Plan 14 Program for Resolution, item 2 states that

"Aiialyses will be submitted to demonstrate that the suppression pool
-

does not experience significant stratification during containment spray

or following upper pool dump." The_ applicant should provide a similar

analysis for Perry.

6) Action Plan 15-

The response.to this Humphrey Concern contained in the January 5, 1984,

submittal is incomplete. Demonstrate that the parameters used for the Grand

Gulfanalysis(August 19, 1982, submittal) are conservative for use in the

Perry situation.

7) Action Plan 22

The referenced analysis (December 3, 1982) states that the peak temperature

at 10 minutes following the limiting break is 246*F. Based on the plant
.

operators following the emergency operating procedures at this time, provide

how much higher the drywell temperature will rise before the preventive

actions taken cause the temperature to decrease.

8)ActionPlan23
|
' The effect of hydrogen recombiner operation on the containment air tempera-

ture and the possible~ need for spray initiation to prevent significant
:-

temperature increases needs to be analyzed and the results provided

for the Perry plant.
|.

.

l.
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9) Action Plan 29
~

Recent liiscussions between the staff and the applicant indicates that there

is a possibility of weir wall overflow of suppression pool water into the

drywell and impinging upon hot piping and electrical equipment. Provide

the details of this analysis including the assumptions used, the amount

of water overflow, and the consequences of the water overflow.
1

10) Action Plan 46

The response to this Humphrey concern does not specifically address

Mr. Humphrey's point that the ADS would be actuated according to the

EPGs upon inadvertent upper pool dump rather than the' opening of one

additional SRV. Provide the specifics of the EPG Mr. Humprhey 's

referring to and justify that the actions taken are the most

appropriate.

11) Additional Humphrey-Related Issues

(a) Upper pool dump increases the length of the water column within the

main steam SRVDL. This will tend to increase pipe thrust loads during

SRV actuation. Provide an analysis of this effect.

(b) The presence of encroachments may result in an increase in the main

steam SRV loads.~ The applicant's response (Item 4 of Attachment 1 of

July 11, 1984, letter from M. R. Edelman - CEIC to B. J. Youngblood -

NRC) is unsatisfactory for several reasons. These are enumerated

below.
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i. No description of the acoustic model used tu analyze the effect

of the encroachment is provided. The describing equations, boundary~

conditions, initial conditions and method of solution should be

documented. Also the pool and encroachment geometry should be

defined unambiguously.

ii. Based on the similarity of the applicant's submittal to that

provid'ed by MP&L (Letter Number AECM-83/0146 dated March 23,

1983), we conclude that the calculation which was performed

corresponds to a single SRV actuation. This is not a worst case

scenario. The effect of the encroachment should be examined for

the all valve and two-adjacent valve load cases.

iii. The submittal does not address the effect of the encroachment on the

circumferential variation of boundary pressure. This is just as

relevant to the present concern as the vertical and radial vari-

ation.

iv. More detail should be provided relative to the Caorso comparisons

used to qualify the model. Specifically, what test numbers

correspond to the data which were presented so that the

particular quencher or quenchers that were actuated can

be identified. Also, the pressure sensors used should be identi-

fied, a circumferential comparison between predicted and

measured pr'essures should be provided, and clarification of

what'is meant by " bubble pressure" should be provided.
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We would have preferred to see the model qualified by benchmarking
~

against measurements from a Mark III plant (e.g., Kuosheng). We
~

- would recommend that this be done, if at all feasible. Also, we

feel that the effect of encroachment on pressure loads at loca-

tions remote from the active quencher, as observed in the Kuosheng

tests, needs to be addressed. The margins between design and

measurement based on the Kuosheng res.Its are not so substantial

that these anomalies can be totally ignored.
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